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Six years of field data plus the conclusions of eight published papers, 
plus two papers 11 in press", are included in this final report. Wherever 
possible the writer has attempted to sum up significant unpublished data 
by the use of illustrations, for example (Plates I through XII and Plates 
XIII to XVI). All other research, whether fruitful or not is summed up 
as concisely as possible. 
The format is outlined in the Contents. It may best be considered 
in three parts, an Introduction, description of the area and a discussion 
of technique, for one part. A second part wherein Beach and Coastal 
Regimen is the topic, this includes profile studies, aerial photography 
and coastal erosion studies; sediment distribution and wave dynamics 
is part 3. 
The studies have led to problems which are unsolved and in a sense 
the data bearing on these problems is more or less "hanging in air". For 
example, the most interesting con~lusion we derived from the sedirre nt 
sampling along offshore profiles was that deposition of sediment is 
confined to a thin strip of sand next to the coast and a mud zone far 
offshore. These sites of deposition are separated by a zone of erosion 
or non-deposition. We have carried these ideas rather far and have 
published a model to explain the mechanics of transport (Miller and 
Zeigler, in press). Yet, the field sampling is inadequate in spite of 
supplementary efforts made on two cruises, not a part of this contract, 
to get enough field data. Consequently, a formal discussion of this 
problem is in the future and surely that discussion will draw heavily on 
data which is now inadequate. A second example of a problem in progress, 
but unsolved concerns inlets. The data is included in this report, but it 
leads to no conclusions. 
In keeping with instructions for report ~equirements for Geography 
Branch contracts, conclusions of published reports are listed, details 
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This report will present the achievements of a contract which has been 
operative for almost seven years o A complete list of personnel is given. 
Their contributions as workers and authors are heartily acknowledged with 
a spirit far beyond the mere listing of their names. Over the life of the 
contract the emphasis of study has changed greatly. from 195.3 to 1956 field 
observations consisted mainly of repeated topographic measurements of 
fixed profile lines across several beaches which had different exposures to 
the sea 0 Sediment samples were also taken along these lines. Thus, 
topographic changes in beach and nearshore profiles were measured every 
month or perhaps a.s often as every few weeks. The same techniqu~ was 
carried out at Point Barrow. Also, during this time some of the changes near 
two inlets were being measured by plane table techniques o • 
From 19 56 thru 19 58 study emphasis shifted to wave dynamics and 
sediment movement, but descriptive profile methods were continued on an 
increasing frequency at fewer beaches. First mea13ured every two weeks, 
then every week, and finally profiles were measured every day; the 
offshore sections were omitted. Also in this period it became very apparent 
that interpretation of purely descriptive measurements of profiles was 
decidedly limited in scope, because of the lack of sea state information. 
Due to this basic change in our philosophy, several techniques were tried 
with results to be reported, to measure sea state and coastal change 
simultaneously. At this time we began to theorize upon the relationship 
of sediment distribution to sea state and much emphasis was placed on 
predicting sediment distribution from theory and subsequently checking the 
prediction by field work 0 This aspect of the study has continued to be 
stressed since its beginning. 
Descriptive profiles and theoretical studies of sediment distribution 
and movement provided the modus operandi for studying specific beach 
and near shore regimen, but the broad geographical aspects of coastal 
geography were handled in other ways o 
Aerial photography became a very important tool. We used aerial 
photographs taken by our aircraft to study the migration of inlets and the 
changes in beaches and bars from week to week. We also used time-laps.e 
aerial photographs of the entire eastern and Gulf coasts of the United 
States to seek information about coastal appearance and change with time. 
Understanding the broad geological history of Cape Cod, of course, 
was important. The time scale of our active measurements was not 
sufficiently great to test the existing theories. We were fortunate in that 
an accurate survey of the coast had been made 70 years previous to our 
own efforts o Thus by repeating this old survey we not only have been able 
to describe coastal erosion accurately, but we have established a rate 




be discus sed in the text. 
This outline of work attempted will be amplified in the text which 
follows. Whenever a topic has been reported by publication, only the 
conclusions of the publication will be presented. 
GEOGRAPHICAL SETTING OF CAPE COD 
Works of four men provide the most succinct source of information 
about the geology of Cape Cod: Henry Marindin (1889 and 1891); 
W. M. Davis (1896}; and Woodworth and Wigglesworth (1934}. In 
addition to their own work, these writers summarized the works of scores 
of others. Marindin measured the rate of erosion between Chatham and 
Provincetown on the east coast of Cape Cod. He surveyed a line of 
levels along the eastern coast and compared the position of the shoreline 
with an earlier chart made in 185 6. Davis attempted to describe the 
original outline of Cape Cod and the manner in which the present shore-
line was developed, and, in so doing, he discussed many of the coastal 
features of the Cape. Woodworth and Wigglesworth described the geology 
of the entire Cape and surrounding islands. 
Cape Cod is shaped somewhat like a bent arm (Fig. 1}, the forearm, 
or easternmost portion, is locally called the Outer Cape. Insofar as sand 
or beach detritus is concerned, the Outer Cape is a closed system. All 
material on its beaches or dunes was derived immediately offshore or 
from erosion of fluvioglacial material of the Cape itself. Both ends of 
the Outer Cape terminate in relatively deep water, 180 feet off Race Point 
and about 50 feet off Monomoy. It seems unlikely that material is moved 
to the Outer Cape from deep water, either from the north and south, or by 
littoral drifting from any other part of the New England coast. Drifted 
detritus would be trapped or obstructed many times before it could reach 
the beaches of the Outer Cape . 
A condition of importance to these studies is the abundance of detritus 
available for beaches which face the open Atlantic on the Outer Cape. 
High cliffs (60 -100 feet} of sands and gravels are exposed to wave attack 
between Nauset Coast Guard Station and the Highland Light Life Saving 
Station, a distance of 16 miles (fig. 1} Even moderate rains cause deposition 
of small fans of clay and gravel on the beach at the foot of these cliffs. 
The Pleistocene stratigraphy of the cliff section was described by Woodworth 
and Wigglesworth (1934, pl. 2} as sands, gravels, and scattered boulders 
forming the Wellfleet plain of Wisconsin age. 
Offshore shoals and bars influence the sea state on the eastern coast 
of the Outer Cape. Peaked Hill Bar (Fig. 1}, famous in the days of sail, 
springs from the beach near Highland Light and extends more or less parallel 
to the beach, a few thousand feet offshore, to Race Point. The wide 
treacherous shoals east of Nantucket and Monomoy absorb much of the energy 
of the sea off the southern end of Cape Cod. 
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MEASUREMENTS AND FIELD PROCEDURES 
Data from seven beach locations in the Cape God area were selected: 
New Beach, Race Point, High Head, Highland, Nauset, Sandy Neck and 
Duxbury. (Fig. 1.) Specific information about each of these study areas is 
tabulated in Table I. 
Measurements of profile changes on Outer Cape Cod beaches began 
in August, 1953 . Ament the areas sampled were Nauset, Highland, Race 
Point, Sandy Neck, and Ihxbury. The frequency of surveys has generally 
increased since the beginning. In 1953 they were mea.sured about once a 
month, and shallow-water sounding on the seaward end of the lines w.ere 
taken from a dory. By fall, 19 55, profiles were measured at least twice 
each month to low water line. During 1956 and 1957 , with several major 
interruptions, measurements were made more than once a week at 
Highland, Race Point , and Nauset, and, finally, data were recorded every 
other low tide (about five times a week), with measurements made every 
low tide for short periods during storms at New Beach, Race Point, High 
Head, and Highland from January to June 1958 . 
Pr.ofile lines were located at right angles to the water line across 
beaches to be studied. A suitable point of origin was established well 
inland on the backshore or at the base of the cliffs or dunes, and 
elevations of the beach surface we~e taken along the same profile line 
each time the beach was measured . 
During the first years of the study beach measurements were made 
with a trans it and stadia rod. This procedure needed two people , fair 
visibility, and moderate weather. In order that the data could be collected 
by one man in any condition of visibility and weather, stakes were located 
25 feet apart along the profile .lines, and the elevations of their tops were 
determined. Surface heights of the beach could be quickly measured on 
each stake, and the beach profile calculated later. 
Some difficulty was encountered in arranging and c-orrelating the 
voluminous survey data for stuO.y . Large diagrams were constructed with 
the horizontal axis representing locations of the elevation measurements 
across the beach and the vertical axis representing dates of successive 
surveys . On these diagrams, isopleth, or equal value lines, were drawn 
(Plates I through XII) . Each line connects points of equal elevation, and 
each line shifts laterally whenever the beach changes. Shifts in position 
of the isopleth lines show depletl.on or replenishment of the beach. Volumes 
could be calculated for each beach every time its profile was surveyed. 
First, the area of a geometric figure was calculated; the figure was bounded 
by sea level as a base, the elev ation of the landward end of the profile as 
one side, and the beach surface (a series of sloping straight lines) as the 
third side. The area v alues were converted to cubic measure by multiplying 
by one foot of width or distance along the beach. Volumes and volume 
changes in this paper are expressed as cubic feet per linear foot, an example 
of this type of processing is given in Figure 2. (see also, Zeigler, Tuttle, 


























































































































































































































































A:. the time the fi~ld work was done the elevations of the origins · of 
the pt.Ofiles were unknown. Consequently, the elevations on Plates I 
through XII are arbitrary. Later, the elevations of the origins were 
established with respect to mean sea level based on the geoid of 1929. 
Some of the plates were redone (2;eigler, Tuttle, and Hayes, 19 59, 
Figures 2 and 3) but the interpretation of data was unaffected. Table II 
lists the approximate mean sea level contours for the v:arious localities. 
TABLE II 
Approximate mean sea level contours for study areas reported on Plates I-XII 
Mean Sea Level 
Study Area Plates Contour 
Highland I, II - 14 
Nauset III, IV I vI VI - 10 
Barnstable VI , vn - 6 
Race Point IX, X - .19 
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A second type of isopleth was designed to emphasize the cutting and 
filling at permanently located points along any given profile Plates XIII -
XVI. In these diagrams the abscissa is time and the ordinate is elevation 
above sea level. The points at which elevation changes were measured 
from day to day are designated by their station numbers; 1, 2, 3, etc. 
If there was no change in elevation at a particular point on the beach with 
passage of time, the line connecting points along a station would be 
horizontal. Many of the stations at the extreme backshore show little 
change for weeks at a time (Sta. 1, Plate XIV) . 
BEACH REGIMEN STUDIES 
DESCRIPTIVE PROFILES 
The two types of isopleths summarize all of the data collected in 
the beach regimen phase of our study. We found it easier to consider the 
beach regimen in two aspects: 1. Beach regimen as related to storms, 
arid 2. Beach regimen during non-stormy periods. 
Beach regimen during storms has been published (Zeigler, Tuttle, 
and Hayes, 19 59) and, therefore, only the conclusi-ons will be summarized 
here. 
1. From 1953 to 1958, that is, while field observations were active, 
the cliffs were eroded only during storms, and at no other time. 
2. Beaches in front of the cliffs in general are severly cut away 
during storms, but changes come so fast and are so different 
for different beaches that one finds exceptions to cutting . On 
the other hand, the more ~ntens e the storm~ the more likely that 
its effects will be erosion (Figure 2, .also Plate I). 
3. Offshore bars protected several of the study areas, but when 
the bars breached during storms cutting was severe. When the 
bar reformed the beach recovered volume slowly (Figure 2, 
Nov 1955 -Sept 1956) o 
4 ~ Beach profiles after storms were planar or slightly concave 
upward. 
5. The isopleth presentation is in itself very useful because it 
enables one t o collate an enormous amount of data in one place. 
Beach regimen during non-storm periods can best be observed from data 
collected on Plates XIII to X\7I and Figures 3, 4, 50 
1. Perhaps our major conclusion from this mass of data is that one 
cannot hope to understand the day to day or hour to hour changes 
of a beach without rather sophisticated measurements and under-





this aspect of our study was a failure. We designed a.nd lost two untended 
self-recording wave recorders; we tried stereophotography and found it 
too cumbersome; time-lapse photography proved interesting, but unsuitable; 
we used visual estimates of surf height, peridd and direction, but with little 
enthusiasm (Plates XIV -XV). We were unable to relate hindcasting 
(Neuman and James, 19 55) to the rapid changes which took place. Our 
best sea state information was obtai.ned over short intervals of.time· by 
transit measurement of heights and troughs of waves passing a portable 
tide gage . We also computed length from c elerity , which was obtained 
by timing successiv e cres ts between poles a known distance apart. 
Coordinated tank studies and field meas urements of sea state are greatly 
to be recommended . Aside from this negative conclusion we may state 
other things: 
2. The Cape Cod beaches become very steep and full in summer 
and are quite variable in winter, spring and fall. We 
realize this is a function of sea state but could not confirm 
the oft quoted concept that plunging waves cut beaches 
and spilling waves build them. Nor could we relate the 
changes to general patterns of behavior discussed by 
Scott (19 54) • 
3. Variations in beach elevation can be extreme. We 
measured a loss of 10 feet elevation in a single place 
(Plate II, October 1955). Day to day changes of either 
loss or gain are summarized in Figures 3, 4, and 5. These 
data are quite useful to those interes t ed in construction 
o n beaches and to the investigator who samples beaches. 
These plates and figures show clearly tha t elevations of beaches are 
constantly changing. We have observed changes of several tenths of 
a foot in a single place in a period of t en minutes. 
Coas tal regime n was a l s o approached by repeatedly measuring the 
topography and sediment distribution of profiles extending offshore 
approximately 2000 feet. In essence these measurements showed us 
that sand eroded from the coas t is s t ored in beaches and one or two near-
shore bars separated by troughs where depositi.on is not taking place. We 
believe these troughs are cut into the underlying glaci al deposits. 
The bars shift their positions a long the coast from time to time, their 
position being rel a t ed in some manner t o sea state. On the other hand, we 
speculat e that the coarser detritus eroded from the coast never works far 
seaward, but that these bars and beac hes represent it in transit storage; 
movement be ing l aterally along the coast. V{e consider this speculation 
worthy of major investigat ion and have made two cruises which were 
designed to compare botto m .sediment wi th predicted values based on wave 
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Changes in the elevation of fixed points along a 
profile and volume changes for the entire beach 
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COASTAL EROSION S~IES 
What is the net -effect of :these continuous changes one can 
measure -on -beaches? It is -evident .that our Cape Cod coast .is being 
eroded along the cliff sections: our observations showed this to 
·take place only during ·storms. It is equally obvious that the 
extensive spits from Nauset to the south and the ho<:Jk at the end of 
the Cape are sites of deposition. 
The opportunity -to measure erosion of the coast was provided 
in 1879 when Mr. Henry Marindin established profile .lines 1000 
feet apart along 'the entire back shore of Cape Cod. (Figure 6). 
We have .been re-locating Mr. Marindin' s lines and have re--surveyed 
74 of .them between Nauset and Pilgrim Lake. (Figure 7) The following 
discussion reviews high .spots of a manuscript in preparation 
(Zeigler 1 Geise 1 -and Tasha) • All measurements can .be found in the 
appendix to this paper. 
1. The rate of erosion along Cape Cod is summarized by 
Figure 7. These erosion rates are based on a com-
parison .between lines measured in 1879 and .1957-1959. 
A. Erosion - 4-6 feet per year where Nauset Spit is 
being driven into the marshes behind it. 
B. Erosion- 2-4 feet per year along the -Cliff sections 
of the Outer Cape. 
C. Accretion between the end .of Plum Island and Pilgrim 
Lake. 
2. We can use these rate measurements in at .least two ways: 
.1. To .estimate the residence time a particle of .sand or 
gravel spends in transit before being deposited. 
- )_ , 
2. To determine the age of the Provincetown spit. 
A~ Since we know the yearly volume added to the beach 
and -since we .know the .net volume of the beach is 
not . changing with time except in areas of 
aceretion (Figure 7) we assume a steady state. Our 
computations indicate the average residence time .of 
a particle on the beach and submerged apron is 33 













Erosion rates, east side of Cape God based on re-survey 






B.. Residence time is a function of .location. Material 
moves fastest at the foot .of the beach and slowest 
at the outermost portion of the submerged apron. 
C 0 These ideas and numbers will be greatly streng'thened 
by field work now in progresso 
D. Age of the Provincetown Hood requires the following 
assumptions. 
1. The rate of erosion .measured for the last 70 years 
is represe ntative of the rate of erosion during the 
past few theusand years o 
2. Material available to build Provincelands Hood comes only 
from 1/2 of• the east coast of the Cape. (The .other half 
moves south ~) 
3. No ma~erial•has been contributed from the bay side. The 
resu lting date and distances, therefore, are maxima. 
4. Eighty per cent of the material making up ·the cliffs is 
available t~ build the spit. The other 20 per cent of 
fine .silts and clay does not end up there. 
5. The .volume of the Provincelands is based upon boundaries 
selected from bathymetric and topographic charts, as well 
as field probings. 
6. Rate of erosion of the cliffs is 0.75 yards per year • 
. 7. The average elevation of the present cliffs is a valid 
elevation for the part of the Cape removed by erosion. 
8. The parameter "x" in the table is the average depth of 
water, or depth of erosion offshore in yards. 
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TABLE III 
Time required to deposit Provincelands Spit for 
various assumptions of the depth of 
scour below cliff base. 
Time in Years to 
X+ Cliff Height Build the Entire aooked 
Erosion below MSL (X+ 31.13} Spit 
0 31.13 6406 
5 36.13 5520 
10 41.13 4848 
15 46.13 4323 
17.5 48.63 4100 
20 51.13 3900 
25 56.13 3553 
A complete discussion of the assumptions, measurements , history and 
implications is 11 in press 11 (Zeigler, Geise 1 and Tasha} and will be distributed 
in reprint form upon publication. 
INLET STUDIES 
Two inlets on Outer Cape Cod reflect the complicated nature of sediment 
movement along the coast: Nauset Inlet and Hatches Harbor. Plane table 
surveys of parts of these inlets were made monthly during 1954-1955, but 
proved to be an inefficient means to study change. Aerial photograph surveys 
replaced the plane table and a sequence of them showed in great detail the 
changes which took place over the entire inlet. (Plates XVIII-XXI} 
Our original intention w.as to examine the mechanism by which sediment 
by-passed the inlets on Outer Oape Cod. We focused our investigation mainly 
on Nauset Inlet. The photographs illustrate the multitudinous changes which· 
are constantly taking place. In particular 1 the June-July-August 19 55 
sequence show a bar which formed offshore attach itself to the end of the 
south spit. We supplemented the aerial photography with field investigation 
and included current measurements and sediment investigation. Our 
conclusion based on the week of field work and from reading the literature 



























































































































































































































PLATE XXI Changes at Nauset Inlet - July-August-September 1958 
( 
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reasonably accurate flow net could be constructed. We were not prepared 
to undertake this task along with the other field work in progress. It is 
quite evident that sediment eroded from study areas to the north is 
passing Nauset Inlet. 
Nauset Inlet provided a dramatic example of a sudden change in the 
coastal equilibrium which controlled the inlet and its associated spits. 
The spits literally broke into pieces and the inlet itself became quite 
complex in 19 57 (Plates XX -XXI). Nauset Inlet has done this before. A 
study of coastal charts shows that Nauset Inlet opened hard against the 
cliffs on the south side from 185 6 (the first good chart available to us) 
until 1940 0 Charts of 1941 show that in a single year a spit grew from 
south to north against the littoral drift and shifted the inlet a mile to the 
north "' We do not know why e ither of these abrupt changes in the inlet 
and associated spits took place and feel that speculation at this time is 
unwarranted by us o 
COASTAL AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
Extended use of aircraft in our work led to experimentation with 
aircraft and photography as tools. It proved to be a very efficient method 
for an observer to compare land forms of one coast with land forms found 
on other coasts o The ability to record coastal changes by photographing 
the coast from time to time with little effort led to photographic flights 
on which the entire eastern and Gulf coasts of the United States were 
photographed by time-lapse aerial photography three times in three years. 
The technique and details of the time-lapse flights were reported in 
Research Reviews (Zeigler and Ronne, 19 57) and also in Industrial 
Photography (Zeigler and Ronne, 1958) o 
The flights likewise led to two other forms of coastal research, 
only one of which was related to Cape Cod . 
Certain elongate features. which can clearly be seen on a topographic 
map of the Provinceland look like spits . p9rticularly the ridge on the 
southeast side of the airport. Our question was as follows. Can we 
describe a topographic feature related to coastal regimen in terms of its 
sediment? If we sample an active spit , (Race Point) and compare it 
with a spit which is now abandoned by the sea we might find a 
similarity. Furthermore, if this tool proved effective we might try it on 
topographic features wh ose interpretation of origin is open to argument. 
During the coastal flights we saw features near Tarpon Springs, Florida 
which MacNeil (19 50) reported to be Pleistocene spits o The problem in 
its entirety was nev er compieted, but sev eral conclusions were drawn: 
(1) The spit wh ich was sampled in Florida seemed to have been 
completely worked over by wind before the palmetto and 
scrub c ov ered ito In this sense it was like all the elongate 
ridges sampled on the Outer Cape. 
( 
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(2) Sorting as a parameter reflect s wind action, except near 
the base of all features studied. 
(3) Size distribution showed no relationship to topography 
except near the base of the features studied. 
(4) Much more work is needed on sediment parameters as 
indices to environment o The pro blem is partly published 
(Miller and Zeigler , 19 58 a , b) but additional environmental 
maps are s lowly being a dded t o the s tore & 
A sec ond direct product of the coas ta l fl ight s , but not to be 
considered part of the Cape Cod work , was a study of the origin. of the 
Sea Islands of Georgia and Carolina (Zeigler, 19 59) o 
BEACH STUDIES IN ALASKA 
These studies have .been report ed by Schalk (1957 , 1958). Basically, 
the beaches and offshore areas were studied much the way they were on 
Cape Cod , with differences included for weather , ic·e, high latitude , and 
remote geography o Profiles were es tablished from shore to sea and were 
repeatedly measured o Conclu s ions are: 
(1) St orms caused drastic changes o Submerged bars were found 
in 19 55 which had not been present in 1954 across two of the 
profiles o 
(2) Much descriptive mat erial a,nd general data concerning work 
in the Arctic i s presente d o 
STUDIES IN SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION 
Our philosophy of s ediment s tudies of beaches and nearshore regions 
plus fiel d data and te chniques u sed by us and the conclusions therefrom 
have been published in three report s , (Miller and Zeigler, 1958a, 1958b, 
19 59) o A fourth report i.s in press (Miller and Zeigler - in press}. 
In brief, we cons truct a mathemat ic al model to predict what the sediment 
distribution ought to be, g iven the populat ion of sediment available for 
distribution , and me asurements of the sea s ta t e and submerged topography 
for a specific a.rea of c oa s t. We then exa:qiine what the pattern actually is 
for the field c ond itions ut ilized and draw conclusions from comparison or 
simi.larUy between predicted and measured dis tribut ions. Major aspects 
of these s tudies are as follows : 
(1) The bas is for predicting sediment di s tribution patterns is 
draw n from a theory by Cornaglia (Munc h-Pet ersen, 19 50) 
a nd from an equa tion testing the validity of null points 
demande d by Corna.glia.. Th e e quation was developed by 
Ippen a nd Eagl e son (19 55) a nd Jppen and Verma (19 53) . 
( ( 
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(2) The basis for construct1ng the actual sedimentation pattern 
is field samp-ling. Meehan diameter and sorting coefficients 
obtained from mechanical analyses are the parameters used. 
The sediment distribution is presented as a least-square 
surface utilizing the quartic polynomial (Miller, 19 56) • 
(3) We recognize three zones which differ from each other 
insofar as the hydrodynamics of shoaling waves are 
concerned (Figure 16) • 
(4) A modified form of Cornaglia' s theory worked in the case of 
Falmouth Beach and a study off the Outer Cape. 
(5) Rise and fall of the tide simply translates the sediment 
distributi-on up and down the slope of the beach~ 
(6) Comparison with sediment distribution from other regions 
showed similarity to the theory. 
(7) The offshore bar off Highland Light sh-owed absolutely no 
effect on the sediment distribution as described by median 
and sorting. 
(8) The dynamics by which fine sediment is removed offshore 
is suggested from the following reasoning. For one thing, 
the fine sediment is not foupd close to shore near the cliff 
section of Cape Cod, S<? obviously it is removed offshore 
after storms cut the cliffs. 
If it does not move seaward along the bottom and if 
mass transport .at the surface is in the direction which 
waves move, then how does the fine material get removed 
and where d6es it go? We turn our attention to the mass 
transport of water by shoaling waves. Mass transport 
velocity can be computed from the following equation as 
given {n Ippen and Eagleson (19 55) : 
4~ ( o\~) 
The mass transport under shoaling waves using an integration 
over Stokes irrotational theory to the third approximation 
will yield a profile from surface to bottom of the general 








Laboratory observations by Bagnold (1946) 1 and preliminary field 
observations by us lead to the supposition that the "net drift" has a 
form (Figure 10) such 
.zero 
sur~~e-------d~ri_ti __ ~~------------.~~ 
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Figvre 10 
that return flow is noted at mid-depth. ~n this instance there is little 
agreement and not a great deal of work. Louguet-Higgins 1 Bagnold 1 
and Mitchim are the three whose computations and observations come 
to mind. Although Bagnold did not note a forward drift near the surfac.e 1 
we have, using neutrally bouyantfloats, noted this forward component. 
In order to account for such a net drift profile, return flow must be 
considered. Suppose we try a Gaussian form as suggested by Ippen and 
Eagleson, then the equation form will be: 
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One can readily see that the above relationship of the profile of mass 
transport velocity to shoaling wav es provides a workable explanation for 
removing fine material offshore o Figure ll shows the effects of this 
computation diagrammatically o 
(9) Extending the effect of mass transport further one can see 
that in a s ituation where there are strong onshore waves 




water against the shore will lead to currents parallel to 
shore 1 which may in turn scour in some places to form 
holes and deposit the scoured material elsewhere to 
form shoals, or bars or spits & A sort of feed-back 
mechanism becomes operative. The new topography 
increases the non-orthogonal current components by 
refraction of waves or channeling the piled-up water 
thereby complicated topography is maintained and so on. 
This may well be the mechanism responsible for the topography 
we find in our study area at Highland. 
A way to show the effects of coastal currents not directly 
related to wave dynamics was suggested. The method used 
states that if one subtracts the least square surface showing 
sediment distribution from the least square surface of measured 
sediment distribution that the residual value reflects the 
current components not related to wave dynamics (Miller and 
Zeigler 1 in press). 
It is recommended that studies wherein nearshore topography 
and sediment pattern is re~ated to the dynamics of shoaling 
waves and currents should be r.continued. Particularly in 
view of more refined equations now available. 
( 
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Sketch showing predictable effects and boundary conditions for proposed 
quantitative model. Effects of tidal currents and-wave refraction must be 
considered in addition to the proposed wave driven mechanism for a com-
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